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The experts from ZEISS working in industrial microscopy and
metrology have pooled their expertise to create ZEISS ZAPHIRE
offline evaluation. With this software function, which is directly
integrated in ZEISS ZAPHIRE, ZEISS offers optimized and
comprehensive metrology functions for importing microcopy
data of the ZEISS Smartzoom 5 digital microscope. – a true USP
from ZEISS. Dr. Robert Zarnetta, who is responsible for Industrial
Microscopy Solutions at ZEISS Industrial Quality Solutions,
sat down to discuss the range of applications for this new
functionality.
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„Basically, we‘re making everything available for microscopy which has long been part and
parcel of metrology solutions.“
Dr. Robert Zarnetta, Head of Microscopy Solutions at ZEISS Industrial Quality Solutions

Metrological inspections and analyses of microscopy data are performed automatically by the
ZEISS ZAPHIRE software.
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Should something be amiss and you have
to negotiate with your supplier, you‘re
armed with watertight arguments in next
to no time. •

Does this create new applications
for microscopy?
Dr. Zarnetta: We certainly think so.
With ZEISS ZAPHIRE, we‘ll become part
of the production process. The ZEISS
Smartzoom 5 is compact, and you can
also install it close to your manufacturing equipment. And then you have the
option of capturing high-resolution
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